
Unlock Your
Personal Creativity

by Deve



By developing conscious awareness

and Intuition



What is Holding you back?



WE can see, sense and search for the glories of the invisible world, the world of primeval 

cause, of limitless beauty just behind the screen of nature through the power of the mind 

within...extrasensory perception as men call it, intuition as women call it, and a hunch as 

gamblers call it  (Lanto 9-24-67)



Eight Ways to increase your

Creativity

1. Expanding your conscious

awareness and intuition

2. Becoming sensitive to your 

body’s wisdom

3. Integration of 

faculties/meditation

4. Developing your inferior 

personality function

5. Using the Five Secret Ray 

Energies

6. Receptivity to the Holy Spirit 

through purification



Eight Ways to Increase your 

Creativity

7. Paying attention to your

unconscious - Dreams, Visions 

and Hunches

8. Acting on Divine Impulses



What is consciousness?

Text



How is Intuition defined?



Lady Kristine

Intuition is the 

acceptance of 

grace through 

surrender of the 

lesser senses in 

deference to your 

higher faculties 

10-10-07



Intuition Definition

• Direct Perception of 

Truth; untaught

• The art or faculty of 

knowing or sensing 

without the use of 

rational processes; 

• Perceptive insight



To access this deeper 

level of intuitive 

information, one 

requires a natural 

openness to such 

information, enhanced 

by practice and by 

learning to trust the 

validity of such 

experience ----

Edgar Mitchell, Apollo 

14 Astronaut



Through the power of the 

all-seeing eye of God you 

are able to see and reveal 

your consciousness for 

what it is (within or outside 

of God) which includes your 

shadow self that resides just 

below the level of our 

conscious awareness. As 

your mastery of the chakras 

and the aura grows, you are 

able to sense and get 

glimpses of your states of 

unconscious energies that 

may be transmuted and 

returned to higher use.

Nada 1-2-

1977



Become sensitive to your 
body’s wisdom

Text



Exercise:
Exploring Nano-Awareness 

and Body Wisdom
by Dr. Arnold Mindell

Text



Take a moment, feel your body, 

get in touch with your breath



Now notice whatever little tiny body sensation is 
asking to be noticed

Notice the tiniest, subtlest little flickers or sensations that arise.

Now focus your whole attention, your whole awareness on that little thing.

Track the sensations, letting them unfold as they will. Feel them, see them, 

hear them.

Do not stop how they are unfolding with your conscious doubts or explanations

Experiment with your nano-awareness (nano means one-billionth of a part of 

something)

Let the sensations unfold in a fanciful manner, until they have some meaning 

for you.



Reflection
Reflection



Integration Meditation





ReflectionReflection



Developing Your Inferior Personality Function





Using the Five Secret Ray 
Energies



The Archeai of the Five 
Secret Rays

• These intuitive graces are 

• won through a heart-mind 

• connection that goes beyond 

• the norm of conscious 

• awareness.....

• July 3, 2008



•

• As an aspect of the 

mother-light from the 

night-side of being, the 

secret rays sculpt and 

mold one’s being into 

the divine Christic 

pattern or blueprint



My heart is the 

sensitive, 

intuitive center 

of the cosmos 

which sends 

and receives 

love 

emanations 

that balances 

and sustains all 

life everywhere 

and in all forms



Increase your Receptivity to 
the Holy Spirit

• through purification of 

the four quadrants of 

being



• The Wisdom of God 

• and the Energies of the 

• Christ Mind flow 

• unobstructed through 

• bodies that have been 

• cleansed and purified 

• from the pollutants 

• of the world.



Pay attention to 

your unconscious -

to your dreams, 

visions and

hunches



Dreams and visions 

can be symbolic,

archetypal, prophetic 

or compensatory -

and they usually have 

a message if you’ll 

give them enough 

attention - muse and 

meditate on the 

characters and 

images that show up 

in your psyche



Let your creativity flow by 
receiving your divine intuition



on Divine

Impulse

and

Intuition

Act


